
Internationally-acclaimed talk show host, author, and motivational-speaking giant
Johnny Wimbrey lives by one rule: Don’t let your past determine your future.
Living a real- life “G to Gent” story, Wimbrey continues to inspire and change the
lives of corporate execs and inner city kids alike.

After enduring a challenging road and some dispiriting experiences, Johnny
managed to dramatically turn his life around and has become one of the most
inspirational speakers of our time. Growing up in Fort Worth, Texas, and dealing
with the split of his parents at a young age, Johnny learned early on that the only
person one can truly rely on is oneself. Forced to fend for himself, he looked to
the streets and began an involvement with drugs and gangs. The murder of a close
friend served as an eye-opener to Johnny and made him decide that it was finally
time to “flip the switch”.

With a fresh new outlook and his mind set on success, Johnny set out to reinvent
himself, only to learn that significant change did not come easy. Having come
from a past with more hardship than opportunity, he found that finding a new
career would be a challenge. However, Johnny’s determination to succeed
surmounted the struggle, and he soon landed a successful career in insurance and
credits. His new career gave him a stability that he had never experienced, and
more importantly, was a product of his own hard work and genius.

Johnny continued to excel in the insurance business and began spreading his
knowledge to new recruits. It was during this time that he realized that he had a
remarkable capacity to speak. After much pursuit he began launching his seminars
in 2000, which focus on discovering the psychology of success and the traits of a
winning min...

Testimonials

Johnny Wimbrey

"When it comes to talking about the mentality of success, Johnny Wimbrey is his
own best witness. He describes how, according to usual social expectations, he
would have been considered a very unlikely candidate for success."

- David Hurley .
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